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Author Captivates Readers about the Amorphous Art of Love
Poetic anthology is a savory feast of intense senses with sensuous intimacy.
SUGAR LAND, Texas, America and SASKATOON, Saskatchewan, Canada – From author Raymond Douglas
Chong appears Orchid Flower Love Poetry: Amorous Moods of Sensuous Passion, a poetic anthology that
converge on erotic allure of love.
Orchid Flower Love Poetry: Amorous Moods of Sensuous Passion is the romantic gems of eclectic poetry by
Raymond Douglas Chong. His moody love poetry amorously covers ecstasy, angst, and caprice. His lyrical
verses sensitively describe love in an authentic way, with idiosyncratic reality and ingenious creativity. They
are in the context of an orchid flower, a traditional Chinese motif for delicate beauty. The poems are passionate
yearnings with vibrant and vivid lyrical imagery of love. Their scope includes the peaks and the valleys of the
amorphous art of love. In sensuous passion, they will intimately connect his heart as poet with your heart as a
reader.
My love poems are a fusion in sentimental desire of American and Chinese cultures. They are meant to richly
convey the intense senses of bouquet, sight, touch, sound, and taste, with sensuous intimacy. They reflect my
Chong legacy in America and my Zhang ancestry in China with subliminal subtlety.
About the Author
Raymond Douglas Chong is Principal for Generations, his creative enterprise, in Sugar Land, Texas. His first
poetry book is Plum Blossom Love Poetry: Between Dragon Village and Gold Mountain. He is a fifth
generation American Born Chinese (ABC) from California, The Golden State. He is a writer of stories,
composer of poems, and producer of films. He is a Professional Engineer in California, Texas, and
Saskatchewan. He is certified as a Professional Traffic Operations Engineer and a Professional Transportation
Planner. He has worked for various municipalities and consultancies in America and Canada.
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Orchid Flower Love Poetry is on sale at Amazon.com in America for $15.99 (USD), softcover, $3.99 (USD),
Kindle eBook, and at Amazon.ca in Canada for $15.90 (CAD), softcover, $3.99 (CAD), Kindle eBook.
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We Are In Absolute Ecstasy
At our very first moment
My zesty eyes glimpse you
An exquisite woman
With florid elegance.
As I gaze deeply into
Your tawny almond eyes
My ravenous heart
Strokes your sensuous core.
As I deftly caress
Your willowy supple veneer
My virile desire
Enflames your carnal essence.
As I amorously kiss
Your luscious crimson lips
My lusty passion
Savors your succulent soul.
During our rapturous occasion
As you and I torridly intertwine
In clouds and rain
We are in absolute ecstasy.

Raymond Douglas Chong
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Reviews
Our Most Cherished and Most Primal Emotions – Love
Though the ages, poetry had been created to evoke emotions… through the clever crafting of words.
Raymond D. Chong's new book, Orchid Flower Love Poetry, a descriptive collection of words reflects why
poetry will always be the language of love. His eloquent choice of words and sensitive descriptions readily
takes the reader into a vivid and sensual world of love and passion. One cannot help but to smile and reflect on
the wonderfully delicious words crafted by Chong. His collection of lyrical verses embraces our most cherished
and most primal emotions – love. In this busy world of ours, it was so wonderful to read Orchid Flower Love
Poetry, to pause, to reflect and to reconnect our hearts to past loves. Thank you Raymond for evoking such
strong, intimate, and wonderful emotions for me.
~ David H.T. Wong, author of Escape to Gold Mountain – A Graphic History of the Chinese in North America
Ambitious Collection of Love Poems
Orchid Flower Love Poetry – Amorous Moods of Sensuous Passion is an ambitious collection of love poems
from the poet to his ancestral home, China, as symbolized by a mysterious and sensuous mystery woman.
I hope to see more by Poet Raymond Chong!
~ Trina Robbins, author of Forbidden City – The Golden Age of Chinese Nightclubs
Poems to Leave You Breathless
Raymond Douglas Chong is a poet I'm familiar with as I read his first book of poems after looking through
literally thousands of books of poetry. When I read his poems I feel compelled to read them again and again.
His descriptions of desire are so vivid it literally leaves you breathless. He is able to be subtly erotic without
being offensive. His evocative words beg to be read over and over again. These are some of the most romantic
and sensual poems ever written in the English language. In fact they have a beauty about them that is modern
and ancient all at once.
Most of these poems are about passion and forbidden love although there is an entire section of poems written
after love is lost. Perhaps they are a warning of the price you pay when you enter into such hedonistic pleasure
without a firm commitment.
These poems are about passion through the seasons, moments of ecstasy and an outpouring of romantic
dreams. If a man wrote you these poems you would die from happiness. Who is this woman who inspires such
devotion? How mysterious she is as she weaves in and out of these blissful moments.
~ The Rebecca Review
Beauty in Motion
The poetry in this book really opens up to you as you read and visually place yourself in time and space.
I found that I was living through my past loves and heart breaks but always in the end feeling full of hope and
promise. I would suggest not only adding this to your personal collection but sharing this with others.
~ Byron
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